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Much research into technology-enhanced learning reflects a future of online
collaboration, distance learning and virtual teaching1. These visionary views consider
networked-computing support primary as a means to bridge time and space. It is
assumed that these collaborative technologies connect learners who couldn’t
collaborate otherwise. This partial orientation towards networked computing may
limit our understanding of the potentials of such technologies for collaboration and
learning. Collaborative technologies may also provide effective support for learners
who meet face-to-face to collaborate, to discuss and to solve problems [2].
Scenarios studies indicate the school will remain the most important place for
learning. Most learning in the nearby future still takes place on-campus, although
‘blended mode learning’ with a strong ICT component is widely used. ICT use has
become commonplace, but it has not radically affected the nature of the teaching and
learning. It gradually reshapes traditional on-campus practice [1].

1

Computer support for face-to-face learning situations

The starting-point of the workshop are the notions that face-to-face learning
situations are an important setting for collaboration and learning and that
collaborative technologies can support these processes effectively. We believe that
one of the most important challenges for technology-enhanced learning is to provide
learners who are in same room with the appropriate technologies that will facilitate
their collaborative learning activities. The aim of the workshop is to set some
directions of how this may be achieved.
We make a distinction between three situations of technology-enhanced
collaborative learning (Fig. 1).
For example, the fast majority of research on networked-learning environments presented on
the international conference on Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL2003)
focused on on-line, virtual meetings between learners [3].
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In the first situation (upper right corner of figure 1), learners interact with a
standalone computer model that represents and simulates a certain problem situation.
A computer model typically displays processes that change with respect to time.
Learners can manipulate the model and get feedback about their intervention by
running a simulation. This form of technology-enhanced learning – sometimes
referred to as ‘single-display groupware’ (SDG) – has received some investment in
terms of research.
The third situation (lower right corner of figure 1) represents networked learning
environments that aim to connect learners who are dispersed in time and/or space.
The majority of research into technology-enhanced learning focuses on this type of
collaboration. For many researchers, it represents the archetypal context for computer
supported collaborative learning (CSCL).

Fig. 1. Three technology-enhanced collaborative learning situations.

The participants of the workshop will focus on the second situation (lower left corner
of figure 1): networked-computing support for face-to-face collaborative learning
situations.

2

Workshop Theme

The theme of networked-computing support for face-to-face collaborative learning
has received relatively little attention within the educational community. Still, it
seems to be a promising direction for technology-enhanced learning. Collaborative
technologies have the potential to create a sustainable effect on classroom practice.
The main objective of the workshop is:
to examine face-to-face collaborative learning situations and to discuss the
potentials of networked-computing support for these situations.
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The workshop theme will be approached from three perspectives: pedagogical,
technical and the perspective of the researchers. These three perspectives are
addressed in three different sections.
2.1 Pedagogical perspective
Section I focuses on the pedagogical aspects. Overdijk and van Diggelen focus on the
way student groups interact with educational technology. They state that educational
technology isn’t a stable factor but gets its meaning in practice when students work
with the technology. They refer to this process of adaptation as technology
appropriation. Technology appropriation helps us to understand why and when new
educational technologies work in practice.
Tateo et al. stresses the importance of Participatory Design (PD) to get a better fit
between new educational technology and user’s activities. PD could reveal issues that
may hamper the introduction of educational by involving those who are most affected
by the design, i.e. the teachers. Teteo et al. present an explorative study that they
carried out among a group of Italian teachers. They conclude that pedagogical support
is needed for successful implementation of educational technology in the classroom.
Lotan-Kochan et al. also focus on the teacher. They found that teachers identified
several tasks that are crucial during computer supported collaborative learning. The
challenge is to provide teachers with the appropriate support – technological as well
as pedagogical – that enables them to carry out these tasks effectively.
2.2 Technical perspective
Section II focuses on technological aspects of computing support for face-to-face
collaborative learning situations.
Malandrino and Manno present a computer-networking architecture that takes into
account the specific requirements that arise from the on-campus technical situation.
They present an architecture whose goal is to minimize impact on management and
leverages on the LAN setting to ensure extendibility, easy deployment and a uniform
work environment by hiding the client-server architecture with a dynamic discovery
protocol for bootstrap.
De Chiara and Volpe discuss the development of FireFly, a modular system that
allows extensibility and composability. FireFly is written using AJAX, a set of
technologies for developing rich web-based application that follow the client-server
paradigm. Authors’ objective is to develop a client-server system that can be executed
smoothly on usual desktop PC, requesting the lesser possible installation effort and
achieving enough expandability to allow further extensions’.
2.3 Researchers perspective
From the articles that take a pedagogical perspective one can conclude that there is
still a lot of research needed that will increase our understanding of when, how and
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why new educational technologies work in practice. Researchers could benefit from
tools that automate the collection, transcription and analysis of face-to-face and
computer-mediated actions and interactions. Corbel, Girandot and Lund addresses
this topic in their article. They ‘propose a model of designation and extraction of parts
of human interaction corpora using the anchor and link concepts that allow for
experimenting on the reuse of analyses of human interactions’.
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Abstract. In this paper is illustrated the development of F ireF ly, a
system for the Face to Face Collaborative Learning (F2F-CL). F ireF ly
is written using AJAX, a set of technologies that allows to create rich
web-based application. The challenge is to develop a system able to be
executed on usual desktop PC, requesting the lesser possible installation
effort and achieving enough expandability to allow further extensions.
The system is currently under development, but the prototypes and the
early tests confirms that the use of AJAX technology for this kind of
application is suitable and deserves further investigations.

1

Introduction

In this paper we report the results of our experiences in implementing
a system for F2F-CL, F ireF ly, exploiting the set of technologies known
under the name of AJAX. In our intentions the system must provide the
following features:
– Easiness both in the installation and management: virtually zero installation effort. This is particularly critical considering that installations are usually made on tens of personal computers.
– Low-end hardware: this can be an issue in various scenarios, for instance schools.
– No Internet connection required: Internet connection is not available
everywhere and even where it is available it can be subject to heavy
controls and limitations.
– Need for a cross platform solution: platform independence is appreciated from the point of view of the developer, the same application for
every machine, and from the point of view of the user that has not to
face the problem of different User Interfaces (UIs).
The intersection of all these limitations excludes totally or partially some
traditional solutions, for various reasons:
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– Java applet downloaded from a server located somewhere in the world:
this solution would allow to avoid to face legacy hardware (at least for
the server) allowing to provide high level services through traditional
Java applet software. This kind of solution rely on a trustworthy Internet connection that is not always available. On the other hand Java
applications are, of course, cross platform.
– Local Java applications: this solution is suitable for installations on
machine not connected to the Internet, but can meet the limitations
of computers on which the software cannot be installed. The “install
nothing” policy is often enforced by system administrators as a radical
solution to viruses and malware.
– Native language solution: a native language solution is not crossplatform by definition. As a pro it can deeply exploit the hardware.
Starting from all these considerations we have pondered about the use of
AJAX technology would present some interesting points on its favor.

2

AJAX

The term AJAX is the contracted form for the expression Asynchronous
Javascript And XML [13]. AJAX is a set of technologies at the hearth
of which there is the capability of modern browsers (Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Internet Explorer, Apple Safari, Opera) of managing an API (Application Program Interface) called XMLHttpRequest. This API, available
within browser through Javascript, allows to transfer data to and from a
web server using HTTP. This data transfer is carried out over an independent connection channel and the moved data are formatted in XML.
XMLHttpRequest is particularly important because it allows asynchronous transfers of data between the client and the server, and this permits
to break the constrain of using the traditional form submission mechanism
used in HTML [6]. Using XMLHttpRequest is just one of the elements that
made up the AJAX technology, after the data are moved asynchronously
between client and server the next step is to update the user interface
in order to reflect the results of this data exchange. The user interface
is managed through an HTML web page that is in charge for displaying
data and gathering user inputs. Being the data updated asynchronously
the user interface must be update in the same manner without a page
reload. To obtain this, two well known ways of designing web pages are
used: XHTML and CSS, in order to define the styles of the various components (text, labels, buttons etc. . . ), and DOM(Document Object Model )
to address the components of the page that are intended to be modified.
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What is really new in AJAX is not the set of techniques but the way
this techniques are used to meet a goal that is to use the browser and the
network as a platform for implementing interactive web applications. The
combined effort of XMLHttpRequest for exchanging data and the dynamic
look and feel provided to the web pages by the use of XHTML and DOM
enable the developer to create applications like GMail [5], Writely [10] and
YouOS [12]: GMail is a web mail application, Writely is a cooperatively
usable word processing and YouOS tries to mimic the basic behaviors of
an operating system (actually a window manager).

Fig. 1. Comparison between the classic web application and the AJAX web application
model. (Image from [13])

In Figure 1 is compared the classic web application model and the
AJAX model, on the left is shown the traditional form-driven application,
while on the right there is the AJAX model in which the AJAX engine
presence within the browser is emphasized. The data exchange between
the client and the server is XML and this clearly request a server able to
parse and create well-formed XML to send it back to the client.

3

System description

The system is implemented through a suitable configured web server that
will provide the application to the clients through an HTML page. A client
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for F ireF ly is any modern web browser with not particular settings at
all. To let an ordinary PC act as a server for some tens of clients we have
focused our attention on finding a computational light web server that
would not request too much computational effort.
3.1

Functionalities

The system architecture is quite simple, the software is installed together
with the web server. The server part is written in PHP while the client
part is Javascript, being it executed in a browser. To boot the system it is
enough to execute the web server that simply will be waiting for connections. The participants can enter the system just pointing their browser
to the server IP address. An authentication screen will be presented to
log into the system.
The system currently provides two tools for the collaboration. One
tool is a traditional unstructured chat in which contribution from users
are just appended. The other tool is a threaded chat in which the contributions can be structured in a hierarchical manner.
Another task carried out by clients is the gathering of all input, this
is performed by Javascript functions in execution within the browser.
Worth nothing is the fact that the system does not use any database
engine, everything is stored in XML files and in order to avoid wasteful
parsing of huge XML files containing more days of interactions, files are
timestamped and rotated everyday in order to keep their size reasonable.
These XML files could be used as input for trace analysis softwares a
limitation of these traces is that they are coarse grained because of the
architecture of F ireF ly.
3.2

Lightweight web servers

Clients interactions will be managed from the web server through CGI
(Common Gateway Interface) scripts written in PHP. The ability of running CGI scripts is the sole feature a web server has to provide to host
AJAX applications. We have compared three solutions, choosing among
light web servers: Sambar Server [8], lighttpd [7] and ghttpd [4].
Sambar Server Sambar server is a framework that provides a wide
range of different servers (DHCP, SMTP, FTP etc. . . ). The purpose
of Sambar is to allow with just one choice, to set up a complete set of
services. Sambar is available for both Linux and Windows and is fully
configurable through a web interface. A stripped down version of the
server is provided for free and it is closed-source.
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lighttpd lighttpd is small footprint web server. It is Open Source licensed
under the revised BSD license. It is designed keeping in mind the
memory and CPU occupation, no matter this it provides a complete
set of feature that allows it to be compared with Apache [1]. lighttpd
also support FastCGI [3] that is an extension to CGI designed to
provide high performance without the limitations of server-dependent
solutions. lighttpd is the server currently used for the development of
F ireF ly.
ghttpd ghttpd is a small web server released under the GPL. It provides
CGI but not FastCGI. It is available just for Linux and Unix.
F ireF ly is currently using lighttpd for various reasons: operating system independent solution, simple configuration, availability of FastCGI
etc. . . . Being F ireF ly an AJAX application it is actually web server independent, because its logic is just a collection of standard HTML files
and PHP sources that can be installed in whatever CGI-aware web server
available.
3.3

User interface issues

The use of AJAX often raises critics about the usability level perceived
by users, mainly because the UI has to be implemented using ad-hoc
Javascript libraries (see [11], [9], [2]). The UIs rendered using these libraries can be non standard from a user point of view, so a particular
attention must be paid in designing them. The current F ireF ly UI is implemented using YUI from Yahoo!, the idea is to simplify the UI and keep
it as similar is possible to widespread operating systems: the users list and
every tool in F ireF ly is rendered within a sort of windows exposing traditional controls like drag and drop on title bar and maximize/minimize
icons, in the upper part there is a status bar that mimics the feature
of the status bar available under most common operating systems (see
Figure 2).
3.4

System life cycle

Using AJAX for implementing an highly interactive system like F ireF ly,
means to carefully design the policy of distribution of the updates among
the users. The typical user activity is to append sentences in a chat session; because of the architecture of the browser, when a user clicks the
submission button for a new contribution, the text is immediately sent
to the server that has to bounce it to every other client.
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Fig. 2. A screenshot from the application.

Bouncing automatically newly available updates to the clients is not
possible because the data exchange between the web server and the clients
can happen just when the clients explicitly request for it. Using AJAX
(and XMLHttpRequest) the client’s browser is capable of periodically request updates and visualize them in the various tools. This is the key of
the use of AJAX, these periodic updates cannot be avoided because of the
HTTP protocol that is based on request/response mechanism [14], and
the respond, that is the updates from other clients, can be sent just after a
request generated by the browser. In figure 3 is shown the data exchange
between the client and the server, continuous lines indicate the periodical
updates, while dotted lines indicate the updates sent from client to server
on every new contribution from user.
The frequency of such requests is a critical issue, too frequent requests
create an heavy load on the server, while less frequent requests cause
the slowdown of the interactions between users. In early testing we have
used a 3 seconds interval, it is clear that this interval depends on various
factors: the number of clients, the number, the size and the frequency of
contributions from users. The server collects casual updates from clients
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Fig. 3. Data exchange between client and server. lines between client and server indicate periodically updates, while dotted lines indicate casual updates. All the exchanged
data are well-formed XML files.

and append them to the XML file that the periodical updates will request
for.

4

Conclusion

The system we have designed is currently under development, our effort
is in tidying up the code in order to make it modular. Our ambition is
to design a modular system that would allow to developer to create tools
on their own and just plug them into the system. One of the first step in
this tidying up phase is to keep the XML exchange across the network
the more efficient is possible, and this will request some ad-hoc measures
of both generated traffic and parsing effort for both client and server.
Discussion As a summary we report here how we matched the prefixed
goals reported in early sections:
– Easiness in the installation and management: F ireF ly needs just a
one-step installation on the server. The installation of the web server
is enough easy to be handled by common users and will not require
complex settings.
– Low-end hardware: the system can be used exploiting pre-existent web
server. In case no web server is available a small footprint solution can
be employed.
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– No Internet connection required: there is no-need for an internet connection. F ireF ly works on a LAN.
– Need for a cross platform solution: the capability of being crossplatform is achieved on both the sides, client and server, as a result
of using AJAX technologies. Under various operating systems there
exists plenty of web servers suitable to run F ireF ly. Whatever is the
client operating system there will be a browser capable of executing
the F ireF ly Javascript code.
Further undergoing developments are toward implementing new tools,
like cooperative writing tool and graphical whiteboard.
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Abstract. It is often the case that analyses of human interactive activity are lost
once an article is written about the results obtained. Although it is clear that
corpora are gathered in order to answer particular research questions and that
already collected corpora are often not adapted for answering new research
questions, it is still interesting to reflect upon the capitalization and exploitation
of analyses that have been carried out. For example, comparison of analyses,
validation of analyses or alternatives modes of visualization could be possible.
This article proposes a model of designation and extraction of parts of human
interaction corpora using the anchor and link concepts that allow for
experimenting on the reuse of analyses of human interactions.
Keywords: human interaction analysis, anchors, inter-coder reliability

1 Introduction
Many researchers are interested in the diverse forms of cognitive and social
activities that take place when people interact together, for example, in teachinglearning situations or during cooperative problem-solving in the workplace. Computer
Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) platforms, such as DREW 1 [1], [2] allow
the researcher to collect and conserve computer-mediated interaction traces in the
form of computer files. Researchers in the human sciences create other computer files
when they transcribe (most often manually), the recordings of audio and video
interactions. These two types of traces of human activity — issued from different
sources — are the focus of analysis by researchers with particular objectives. Indeed a
researcher will collect his or her data and thus define the type of trace, according to
his or her research questions. As it stands today, these analyses, from which Ph.D.
theses or articles are written, are not easily reusable and thus do not permit
capitalizing upon analyses carried out for a given experiment or observed situation, or
between different experiments or situations.

1
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In this article, we address the possibilities of exploiting the analyses of traces of
human interaction, for a single situation or across situations. The hypotheses we make
and constraints that we recognize are the following:
1. The traces are available in the XML format, the semantics of which is
known, at least informally. This is not a strong hypothesis: many CSCL tools
directly produce such formats. In other cases, if the representation and the
semantics of the traces are known, it is possible to convert them to XML
format without loss of information.
2. The proposed approach does not prejudge the use of a specific tool or a
prescribed format; it applies to the conjoint usage of different tools and
methods of gathering traces, for example through one or more CSCL tools
on the one hand, and by the manual transcription of audio or video, possibly
with the help of an appropriate tool like [3] or [4], on the other.
One of the needs of the researcher in human and social sciences is to explore
collected interaction traces in a pertinent and efficient manner, to annotate interesting
phenomena and to obtain new documents that reflect the result of his or her activity.
These new documents, represented in XML, will allow the comparison of these
results within and across situations. Conversion into formats more appropriate for
visualizing and disseminating results should also be made possible.

2 The form of human activity traces
In the context of previous projects (CESIFS2, SCALE3, COSMOCE4), the authors
carried out different experiments using the DREW platform [2]. DREW proposes
different types of interaction (chat, whiteboard, argumentation grapher, text editor)
and manages the creation of a trace (in XML) of the computer-mediated human
activity that DREW makes possible. This trace is collected in the form of a sequence
of events, each event corresponding to a single participant’s intervention: a message
sent in the chat, an element created in the whiteboard, an argument for or against a
thesis put into the argumentation grapher, etc. In the document generated, these events
are conserved in the order of their appearance, the DREW server arbitrating between
events that are quasi-simultaneous.
In the context of the European project SCALE, a larger platform was developed
called the Pedagogical Web Site (PWS [5] [6]). The PWS can replay in real-time a
DREW session, carried out, for example, by two learners in a cooperative problem2

The ‘CESIFS’ project (Conception et Etude de Sites Internet pour la Formation Scientifique)
or Conception and Study of Internet Sites for Scientific Training), was supported by the
French region Rhône-Alpes 1997-2000.
3
The “SCALE” project (Internet-based intelligent tool to Support Collaborative Argumentationbased LEarning in secondary schools) was financed by the European Union “Information
Societies’ Technologies (IST) programme (IST-1999-10664) of the 5th framework between
2001 and 2004; http://www.euroscale.net, http://drew.emse.fr.
4
The ‘COSMOCE’ project (Conception, Outils, Supports, Médias, Organisation pour la
Collaboration des Entreprises) or Conception, Tools, Support, Media, Organization for the
Collaboration of Companies, was supported by the French region Rhône-Alpes 2003-2006.
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solving situation. It is possible to visualize the trace of their activity in html format
and to perform analyses on the nature of their activity (cf. for example the Rainbow
framework: [7]). Some of these experiments have also been the object of audio and
video recordings, these recordings having been manually transcribed by researchers,
in order to obtain documents that can be manipulated on a computer.
The traces that were gathered in the context of these projects were for the most part
in XML format. However, if one takes into account the wide variety of CSCL tools
and transcription conventions followed by researchers, it seems illusionary to attempt
to propose a common transcription/trace format or even hope to define a kind of
“pivot format” that can represent human activity, whether it is through an exceedingly
complex format that expresses all the nuances and variations possible or whether it is
through a simplified format that expresses a lowest common denominator. It is
simpler and more reasonable to imagine that the XML trace documents are conserved,
unchanged, in their original form, as the researcher chose to record them.
Consequently, it becomes necessary to furnish the researcher with a tool that permits
him or her to explore the collected corpus through a friendly interface. The minimal
functionalities that should be supplied are:
• The visualization of corpus extracts;
• The possibility to annotate elements of the corpus;
• A search mechanism for the corpus.
Some of these functions can be provided with simple programming. Others
necessitate the definition of a model of designation and extraction of parts of
interaction corpora. It is this last point that we address in the method described in the
following sections.
2.1 Analysis of computer-mediated human activity traces
Many researchers are interested in the processes that make up social and cognitive
human activity in teaching-learning situations or during cooperative problem-solving
in the workplace as opposed to being interested solely in a final common product that
may be the goal of such situations. Thanks to the automatic chronological recording
of human activity mediated by computer, researchers have the technological means
since the 1990s [8] to respond to a variety of questions centered on process. For
example:
- How do learners use the tools put at their disposal in relation to the activities they
carry out? [9];
- What is the role of argumentation in the co-construction of knowledge? [10];
- How does structuring computer-mediated communication interfaces change the
nature of interaction? [11];
- How do the internal factors of interaction (e.g. social talk) correlate with
cooperative profiles (e.g. symmetry of roles) [12].
It is clear that each research question requires obtaining carefully chosen data that
through specific analyses allow a response to be formulated. It follows that certain
collected traces will not be adapted to addressing research questions for which the
traces were not designed. For example, if a researcher is interested in how social talk
relates to role symmetry, he or she would need to observe a task where roles can be
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either symmetrical or asymmetrical. On the other hand, the gathering of this same
data would not help him or her in answering a question pertaining to structuring
communication, if in fact learners were given the same communicative interface or
indeed if they were speaking unhindered, face to face. However, if the task generated
argumentation and involved complex concepts, perhaps the trace would be interesting
for studying the co-construction of knowledge, even though it was not originally
designed for that purpose.
Despite the constraint of research questions guiding data gathering, and that as a
consequence, already gathered data is not systematically adapted to new research
questions, it is nevertheless interesting to stock analyses of corpora in a database in
order to further exploit and capitalize upon them.
So, what then do we mean by exploiting and capitalizing upon analyses of
interaction? Firstly, researchers from different disciplines or researchers using
different methodologies have been known to work on the same corpus, see for
example [13]. It is interesting to reflect on how one could facilitate the comparison of
these different analyses, thus confirming comparable results obtained from different
methodologies [14] or generating new research questions. Secondly, when the same
analysis method is performed on many interactions by different coders, inter-coder
reliability should be performed [15] in order to ensure that the coders agree on how to
apply the coding scheme in question and thus guarantee the results and ultimately the
coding scheme’s replicability. Thirdly, it should be possible to automatically generate
visualizations of specific analysis results by translating the corresponding XML
documents into formats readable by other software applications.
In order to understand how such issues may be treated by the method proposed in
this article, we illustrate an example analysis below, beginning with the Rainbow
framework, used for analyzing computer-mediated pedagogical debates [7].
2.2. Taking the Rainbow framework further
The Rainbow framework was developed as part of the European SCALE project
(see above) in order to analyze the restructuring of argumentative knowledge during
computer-mediated debate [7]. In the context of the method proposed for this
workshop, we illustrate how analysis of interaction corpora using Rainbow can be
supported and how the analysis of argumentative interactions can be taken further.
There are seven categories within the Rainbow framework (hence the name): 1)
outside activity not having to do with the task at hand, 2) social relation, 3) interaction
management, 4) task management, 5) opinions, 6) argumentation and 7) explore and
deepen arguments. We do not have the space here to further define these categories
(but see [7] for a full description); rather we use Rainbow as an example of a coding
scheme that can be applied to traces of computer-mediated human activity (cf. Fig. 1)
and on which our proposed method of exploitation and capitalization can be applied.
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46

10:26:47

Mark

ok let’s argue

4. Task management

47

10:26:48

Mike

go ahead

4. Task management

48

10:26:49

Mark

ok

3. Interaction management

49

10:26:53

Nigel

i don’t like solution C

5. Attitudes, opinions, agreement

50

10:27:16

Nigel

because we won’t have a
6. Provide (counter-) arguments
good driving force

51

10:27:22

Mark

ah really I like it

5. Attitudes, opinions, agreement

Fig. 1 An example of the Rainbow framework applied to an extract of computermediated human activity translated from data from the COSMOCE project.

Fig. 1 shows how each chat intervention may be categorized according to the
Rainbow framework. It becomes clear that once different researchers have coded a
number of different interactions making up a single corpus, it would be interesting to
automate comparison of analyses in order to perform inter-coder reliability and obtain
percentage of agreement on the whole corpus. In addition, other analysis methods can
be applied to the same corpus. For example, in the COSMOCE project [16], after
performing analysis with Rainbow, we further analyzed Rainbow categories 6 and 7
in order to ascertain the finer relations between arguing and how arguments are
discussed within collaborative conception, precisely because Rainbow was not
elaborated to analyze situations where design is the task (Fig. 2 illustrates the concept
with a short extract).
Alain: sure it’s more eco
but changing the part
when it wears out makes
it less expensive
Intervention 59
(Rainbow cat. 6)
Argument
against

Question
Argument
against
Charlie: don’t you
think that fabricating
one part is more
economic?
Intervention 53
(Rainbow cat. 6)

Charlie: 2 parts to
fabricate
Intervention 36
(Rainbow cat. 6)

Charlie: what do you
mean 2 parts to
fabricate?
Intervention 45
(Rainbow cat. 7)

Fig. 2 illustrates a relational graph we produced that shows an example of the
proposed relations between Rainbow categories 6 and 7.

In order to carry out this work, we needed to locate the chat interventions analyzed
as Rainbow categories 6 and 7 in the original interaction and then propose semantic
relations that existed between these interventions as a function of how we understood
the designers to interpret their own discussion. We are currently developing a model
of reasoning that describes argumentative activities of collaborating designers (cf. for
example, [17] for a model of this type) for the situation we studied. We would like to
perform these analyses on other interactions that have been analyzed by Rainbow in
order to validate our model of reasoning.
The method we propose here (see the section below) is designed to support
researchers in these kinds of undertakings: analysis according to a given coding
schema, selection of analyses already done in order to perform further analyses, and
finally comparison of analyses done by different coders or with different
methodologies.
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2.3 The proposed method
We begin by defining the term “primary corpus” (cf. [18] for an alternative
definition) as the collection of all the documents gathered during the course of an
experiment or observation. These typically consist of:
• Auditory or video documents that have been recorded during the
experiment or during observation of the situation;
• Transcriptions of these recordings carried out by the researcher;
• Traces of computer-mediated interactions;
• Documents distributed to participants in the experiment/situation;
• Notes taken before, during and after the experiment/situation;
• All other documents judged to be pertinent by the researcher.
These documents are finite in number and will not evolve a posteriori, as they
represent all the data gathered during and on the experiment/situation. In practice, we
are interested in the documents that exist in computer format (having been originally
generated in or translated into XML) for which an informal semantics can be defined.
We make the hypothesis that this primary corpus will be considered as fixed and
unchangeable. All other documents created at a later date from this primary corpus
will be an extract, a comment or an interpretation of the primary. Any annotations to
the documents in this base will be expressed through an intermediary document (the
“anchors document”) that will create references to the primary corpus. It could be the
case that a study is performed on different primary corpora, these will be globally
called an “observation base”.
The methodology described above allows us to constitute a corpus that contains all
of the available data, without any information loss as no data is translated from one
format to another. As mentioned previously, this corpus should be visualized and
explored by the researcher. He or she should also be able to designate particular
elements, annotate them and extract these elements or parts of them.
However, we cannot expect the human and social sciences researcher to master the
different representations linked to specific software, even through the most friendly of
XML editors available. We must therefore provide him or her with a tool that allows a
visualization of the corpus he or she wishes to analyze.
Following an initial analysis of research practices, needs and existing tools, we
propose the following tentative solution:
• The development of a generic browser, allowing for the visualization and
the mark-up of the different documents that are part of the primary
corpus.
• The development of an annotation tool, allowing for the linking of
annotations to elements of the primary corpus.
• The development of an analysis tool allowing for the creation of links
between elements of the corpus (a given chat intervention for example)
and elements of the analysis method (for example, the task management
category in the Rainbow method).
Documents pertinent to the analysis method (such as the enumeration of categories
in Rainbow) constitute the Analysis Base.
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Technological aspects
The use of XML [19] and the existence of related technologies allow us to list the
specifications of these different tools.
Generic Browser
The use of formatting procedures for representing data contained in XML
documents forms the basis of the Generic Browser. In our prototype, these procedures
are written in Xquery [20], a language of interrogation and conversion, adapted to
XML documents. Each particular type of XML document (for example a DREW
activity trace) has an external file associated with it that describes which kinds of
elements (in an XML sense) are considered as interesting by the researcher. A
procedure for showing information (as defined by the researcher) is associated with
such elements. It is the result of this procedure that is shown in the Generic Browser.
Mark-up Tool
The researcher in human and social sciences may at any time decide to mark up a
specific element of the corpus. This mark-up process results in the creation of an
anchor: a spatio-temporal designation of a corpus element. The anchor is an XML
element that gathers diverse resources such as its type, a reference to a specific
document in a primary corpus in the observation base, a geographical and/or temporal
point in that document and complementary information (hour, date, author of anchor).
Each anchor is of a specific type, which describes how to interact with this anchor;
this behavior is defined in in anchor-type XML elements, where, for example, an
XQuery expression describes how to display the anchor in the Generic Browser.
The collection of anchors is conserved in an independent document. This document
can also be explored with the Generic Brower, thus allowing the researcher to
immediately bring up the anchored elements.
Link Creation
A link is a simple XML structure, made up of a group of labeled anchors. Each
anchor designates an element of the observation base or an element of a primary
document. The label of an anchor is an identifier that indicates the role of the anchor
within the link. Each type of link is described by a link-type XML element that
indicates the set of anchors that can be put in the link and how these anchors can be
validated, and describes how the link should be displayed in the Generic Browser.
Here again, XQuery is used for validating and displaying information.
Annotation Tool
The annotation tool is a simple structured text editor that allows the researcher to
create an annotation document in XML. Each annotation is represented by an XML
element and is designated by an anchor. Annotating a corpus consists in to creating
the desired textual information and building a link between this information and the
part of the corpus that is annotated
In this way, an annotation can be represented by a link that contains:
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An anchor on the comment created by the researcher
An anchor (or more) on elements of the corpus
An anchor on the document describing the researcher him or herself
and the general objective of his or her work
(cf. Fig. 3 for an illustration of the relations between all the technological aspects
described in this section).
•
•
•

Fig. 3 illustrates the different components of the proposed method.
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Analysis Tool
An analysis such as Rainbow (see the section Analysis of computer-mediated
human activity traces) can thus be carried out with the help of the tools described
above:
• The researcher can analyze the primary corpus by using the Generic
Brower; he or she can create anchors on the elements deemed interesting;
• The researcher can also access an analysis base, a document in which the
seven Rainbow categories are represented by anchors;
• It therefore becomes possible to place links between corpus elements and
analysis categories.
The group of links thus created is in fact the analysis carried out by the researcher
on the corpus. Once the analysis has been done, performing inter-coder reliability
becomes straightforward. Analyses by different researchers on the same corpus can be
compared and percentages of agreement calculated.
Since numerous kinds of computations and transformations can be performed on
XML documents, the links resulting from an analysis can be used to provide usefull
representations of this analysis; XQuery procedures can be designed to generate a
representation of the result of an analysis in Word or Excel format, or create inputs
for a graph drawing software such as Graphviz [21] (used in fig 2).
Computations can also be performed to provide global perspectives, like the
summary of activities of individual participants, time spent in specific tasks, etc.

3. Conclusions and perspectives
A model of designation and extraction of parts of human interaction corpora was
proposed. An initial prototype has been built according to the proposed model and
will firstly be tested on a selection of computer-mediated human interaction traces by
researchers using the Rainbow framework. Next, we will develop a second analysis
base, based on a different analysis method and test its use by researchers. Our
ultimate goal is to provide an observation base of primary corpora that through the
definition of anchors, allows researchers to annotate, analyze, validate analyses and
visualize data using a single adaptive tool with provision for future reuse of the work
done.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank their colleagues from the
COSMOCE project, the EAIH project and the European project LEAD for the
inspiration for this work.
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Introduction
Digalo is a graphic-based software tool for supporting collaborative argumentation
and structured discussion. It has been developed in the framework of the DUNES
project (IST-2001-34153, http://www.dunes.gr ). Using Digalo consists of
synchronously co-creating maps built of written notes inside different cards
(represented by diverse geometrical shapes), as well as using different arrows to
represent various types of connections between the cards or contributions. These
‘cards’ and ‘arrows’ represent the ontology or the ”grammar” of the discussion, which
constrains but also facilitates and promotes the discourse [1,2] by guiding the learners
to use specific speech acts and raising their awareness to their discursive roles, thus
encouraging a certain type of discussion, such as critical dialogue.

Digalo in face-to-face settings
Although Digalo was designed to be integrated both in distance-learning settings and
face-to-face settings, our experience in schools revealed that teachers and instructors
prefer using it in face-to-face collaborative learning settings. We found that teachers
use Digalo in three main ways:
1. for running an “opening discussion” as a first step of an inquiry process (e.g., brain
storming, formulating and communicating opinions);
2. Co-constructing argumentative maps (in any stage of the learning process); and
3. for summarizing discussions (e.g. making group decisions, graphically presenting
the structure of a problem/solution).
In other words, Digalo supports various types of face-to-face collaborative learning
activities during the learning process. We also learned that it is of great importance to
integrate Digalo activities in face-to-face collaborative learning settings, where the
lesson design is as follows:
(A) face-to-face preparation activity (either teacher-led or small groups work);
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(B) Digalo activity;
(C) face-to-face summarizing activity (teacher led and/or small groups work).
This design has proved to be most effective in terms of students’ learning and
structuring a whole inquiry process into one lesson unit. The oral face-to-face
activities in A and C were found to contribute significantly to this learning.
During the last few years our research efforts focused mainly on students’ learning
and use of Digalo1. However, we became more and more aware of the central role of
the teacher or moderator in the implementation of the tool and its accompanying
pedagogical method (argumentative-dialogue) on the one hand, and to the difficulties
in facilitating students’ group work in synchronous co-located Digalo-based
discussions, on the other hand. These understandings led to a new research endeavor
towards a better understanding of the teacher’s role, in order to design a
computational support for the moderation of Digalo activities. This is the focus of
ARGUNAUT (IST-027728, http://argunaut.org/), a new R&D EU-funded project.
In this workshop we would like to reflect on the difficulties encountered by teachers
in moderating Digalo activities, focusing on those related to it being a “networkedcomputing support for face to face [or co-located] collaborative learning situations”.
It is important to point out, again, that we see such difficulties as essential sources for
further development and improvement of both the technological and the pedagogical
aspects of Digalo’s implementation.
In a recent experiment, we found that teachers consider the following as key tasks (or
roles) of the moderator of a Digalo activity:
1. Discipline and management of the activity,
2. Planning and organizing the lesson in which the Digalo activity is incorporated,
3. Encouraging participation,
4. Encouraging interaction and collaboration,
5. Presenting questions, asking for clarifications and explanations or playing the
“Devil’s Advocate” (in order to promote a dialectic argumentative dialogue),
6. Keeping the students focused on-task,
7. Emphasizing important contributions, aspects and ideas,
8. Making sure students use the ontology properly (i.e. encouraging an argumentative
dialogue),
9. Providing technical support and making sure the application can be used easily in
the classroom (steady infrastructure), and
10.Providing affective support and promoting students’ motivation.
Obviously, these roles could refer to many face-to-face educational situations, and are
not particularly unique to Digalo-based activities. What makes the difficulties
encountered by these teachers in using Digalo in their instruction unique, then? We
believe that the answer is in the integration of Digalo as a networked-computerized
1

The results are reported in various publications of the DUNES project members (e.g. Johnson,
Morgan & Simon [3]; van Diggelen, Overdijk & De Groot [1]; Glassner & Schwarz [2].
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tool for learning in a co-located environment. Such a setting means running a
“double-mode” activity, where written-electronic interaction and spoken-oral
interaction, take place at the same time. This means a heavier cognitive-load for the
teacher or moderator of the activity – who has to follow both modes of interaction
between students and within groups. Apparently, it is impossible to moderate
students’ activity while monitoring both modes of interaction, and at the same time
trying to fulfill any of the above mentioned roles.
Our group is currently handling this challenge on two planes: on the pedagogical
plane, teachers developed two partial solutions:
1. Assigning a student the role of “head of the group”. These students received
instructions as to how to handle their group’s work, but mainly – how to manage
the group discussion using Digalo (roles #3 through #8, above). In some of the
activities the group leader had to lead the group to make a final shared decision or
reach agreement. The group leader was also responsible of presenting his/her group
work to the whole class, in the summarizing activity.
2. Another partial solution can be found in the lesson design described earlier. Using
this design the teacher can both guide the students (during the preparation activity)
and get a limited picture of the groups work (in the summarizing activity).
On the technological plane, we are currently co-developing two possible solutions:
1. A moderator-assisting tool (ARGUNAUT) that will collect and process the data in
real time and present them to the teacher in a way that decreases the cognitive load
associated with the “double mode” interaction, by facilitating the monitoring of the
written-electronic channel.
2. Another discussion-support tool – "Mapit" - is currently being developed within
the KP-Lab project (IST-27490 (IP), http://kp-lab.org ). This will enable both
channels (written and spoken) to take place simultaneously through the “electronic
mode”, hence reducing the need to split attention and other cognitive resources in
monitoring the group work and interaction.
We expect this workshop will contribute further to these endeavors.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a proof of concept application of a technique
that is designed explicitly for face to face collaboration software architectures.
The objective is to minimize the impact on the installation and deployment of the
application, that, while internally keeping a client-server architecture (in order
to allow the centralize coordination and monitoring), presents to the user (both
teacher and learners) as uniform work environment, integrating client and server
components in one piece of software. In order to further limit the impact on the
configuration, we define a start and play protocol, to start-up the application with
no network configuration; the start and play protocol takes advantage from the
particular conditions of the face to face context i.e. LAN setting.
The application is built on the Eclipse core (Rich Client Platform), and inherits
its plug-in based architecture and its advanced tailoring features.

1 Face2face collaboration systems
Current research in Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) has produced
many studies and several classifications of the situations where the collaboration takes
place. The space-time matrix (see Fig.1) is a well-known classification [4] that defines the four basic space-time situations. A lot of works have studied the different-time
AND / OR different-place situations to reduce distances (both in time and space), while
there are fewer studies about the same-time AND same-space situations. Of course, existing synchronous systems for remote situations can also be used in the co-located
situations, but the same-time AND same-space situations is substantially different from
the remote ones and the technological support should take in account this difference.
Indeed, the tools to support remote collaboration try to achieve a “virtual co-location”

Fig. 1. Space Time Matrix
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enhancing remote communication by chat, e-mail, file sharing, audio and video conferencing, etc. In f2f situations, this kinds of communications channels are unnecessary because there is no distance to fill up. For these reasons, the systems to support
co-located learning could and should focus on collaboration activities rather than on
reducing distances, for example, they could provide reviewability and revisability [8],
that are important characteristics in particular in the learning process [11].
Our team is involved as technical partner in the European project LEAD, in Sixth
framework programme priority IST [5], whose goals are to develop, implement and
evaluate conceptual models, practical scenarios and associated networked-computing
technologies for effective face-to-face problem-solving discussions.
In this project we are focussing on design features and development solutions to
produce a face-to-face (f2f) collaborative learning tool, in collaboration with others
technical partner and according to the conceptual model outlined by the pedagogical
partners.
In this paper, we approach the problem of designing an application for face-to-face
collaboration that has minimum impact on the installation and management. We present
an architecture and a small proof-of-concept prototype that was designed in order to test
the effectiveness of our low-cost deployment strategy.

2 Software architectures
Most of the existing systems for CSCL have a client-server architecture. This model,
in fact, simplifies data collection process and persistence management; furthermore,
the client/server entities support the students/teacher roles, allowing to centralize in the
server component the functionalities for the teacher, while the clients components offer
the functionalities common to all the students.
The existing systems are Web-based, since the most are designed for remote situations (a survey is presented in [6]). These systems are not always suitable for a f2f didactic context, since they require to communicate with an external server (and therefore
they require an Internet connection), and many schools employ restrictive firewalls and
access policies. Furthermore, the teachers could not exercise fully control on the external server and is somewhat limited by its availability and configurability. On the other
hand, some of the existing systems allow to install a local server, but the installation
process is often too much complex for the end users, that may not have the experiences
and capabilities to install and configure a Web server.
We aim to design a CSCL system explicitly applied to the f2f context, addressing
the particular conditions of such context. In fact, in a co-located situation the system can
use only the local area network, so it could and should do without external servers and
Internet connection, in this way it can avoid many problems due to restrictive security
policies, that are, often, commonplace in educational settings.
An existing cooperative system providing a LAN-based approach is MeetingWorks
[7]: chauffeur and participant components are local applications and every participant
links up with the chauffeur automatically, but the system1 needs a shared directory to
1

We have tested only the free version of the program, that has only LAN participants.
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which every participant needs to gain access. Using a shared directory is a critical choice
in the context of a classroom because the standard hardware and software equipment
may not support many concurrent accesses (e.g. limitations on the number of simultaneous remote accesses in standard operating systems that are intended for desktop
and not for servers). Therefore, the network use and configuration must be carefully
designed not only to avoid problems due to security policies but to assure effectiveness
and efficiency as well.
Beyond the network architecture, we are interested particularly in enhancing friendliness and deployment easiness: the system must be simple to configure, to start-up and
to use, in order to encourage its usage and spreading.
In an overall view, we are designing a LAN-based system, providing a uniform work
environment and a start and play protocol, to offer an application simple to install and
to start up, in other terms, an application that exhibits a low cost deployment.

3 Our architecture
Several studies [9] suggest component-based architectures to address architectural requirements for collaboration systems. In particular, we are studying the Eclipse Platform [3] architecture. Eclipse is a component-based Integrated Development Environment that provides a framework (Rich Client Platform, RCP) to build general purpose
applications using the Platform architecture. In the following we introduce briefly the
Eclipse architecture (sec. 3.1), and then our approach to use RCP to build a face to face
collaborative application (sec. 3.2).
Since the reasons (simplifying data management and matching teacher and students
roles) to use the client-server model are well-grounded for the f2f system too, we do not
set aside the client-server model, but we are studying how to use it in a LAN-based architecture, so that it can be independent of both Internet connection and external servers.
In order to simplify the system usage, we propose here an architecture with server
and client components embedded in the same application, so that the system could provide a uniform work environment between teacher and students, and without requiring
the management of a separate server. The idea is that the application looks peer-to-peer
to the users even if their internal structure makes one of the peers (tipically, the teacher’s
one) to be the server. Of course, this architecture leverage on the growing availability of
CPU cycles on low-end desktops, and on the inherent limitation on the size of the classroom, which makes acceptable the workload on a server placed on a desktop machine.
Another aspect affecting user-friendliness is the start-up phase: to simplify the startup phase we are defining a low cost deployment approach to allows the end users to
start and play the collaborative application, with no network configuration. We describe
these design features in the section 3.3.
3.1 Eclipse architecture
Eclipse is a component-based Integrated Development Environment grounded on three
key concepts: plug-ins, extension-point and lazy activation.
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Fig. 2. The extender plug-ins B and C provide extensions to the host plug-in A.

A plug-in is the smallest independent software unit; even if a tool could be composed by more than one plug-in, the term plug-in is often used as “tool” or “component”. Every plug-in declares its identity and properties in a file manifest 2 , so these
information are available without activating the plug-in.
The extension-points define the rules of plug-ins composition: an extension-point
is the point exposed by a plug-in to allow extensions from other plug-ins. The plug-in
that exposes the extension-point is the plug-in host, while the plug-in that provides the
extension is the plug-in extender (see fig. 2).
The plug-in host declares the extension-point in its file manifest, and the plug-in extender declares the extension in its file manifest, so that the information about extension
relation between the two plug-ins are available without activating them.
The lazy activation is the property that allows to activate a plug-in on demand, so
that there can be a lot of plug-ins installed but only few active.
Beyond the flexibility and scalability, the Eclipse architecture assures the extreme
tailorability [2, 9, 10], allowing customization, integration and extension.
3.2 Building on Rich Client Platform.
Rich Client Platform (RCP) is the “core” of Eclipse: it is composed by the fundamental
plug-ins, mainly to manage graphic interface and plug-ins life cicle, without any specific feature of the development environment. The RCP is a framework to build general
purpose applications based on the Eclipse architecture (see fig. 3). The applications
built on RCP inherit the tailorability provided by the Eclipse architecture.
To build the system on the RCP framework, we have to define the components
of the application. We can distinguish two types of building blocks: the Core and the
collaboration tools. Each component, the Core and the tools, is a plug-in. The Core
provides fundamental functions, that are, at least, user awareness (presence and activity), installed collaboration tools discovery, start-up of tools (on demand, if possible),
definition of the rules for composing the building blocks in the system.
The collaboration tools can provide any kind of functionality (free chat, structured
chat, graphic shared editor, mix of previous, games, etc.); they must only observe the
2

As a matter of fact, the manifest is a couple of files: plugin.xml and manifest.mf, that contain
respectively information about relations with other plug-ins and about the runtime. They are
often referenced as a single file, first for historical reasons and then because they can be edited
with a single advanced editor.
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composition rules fixed by the Core. The Core depends on RCP (see fig. 4) and is
the main plug-in, that is, the plug-in defining the application. The Core provides an
extension-point named tools defining the API that any collaborative tool must implement to be integrated in the system. This extension-point (like all extension-points)
may have zero or more extensions. A plug-in extender has to declare in the file manifest
an extension to the extension-point tools and has to implement the API specified by
the extension point. The Core analyzes the extensions to the extension-point at runtime,
so it is possible to add a tool to the system without changing the Core.
The plug-in based architecture allows to build each tool component with its own
server embedded. The idea of a server for each tool has two reasons; first, in this way
the Core ignores completely the tools details (and the tools servers details), so that
whatever tool will be needed, it could be added without modifying the Core, since the
tool embeds its own specific server functionalities; second, having a server for each
tool and thanks to the lazy activation property, in each moment only the required tool
servers are running. So, the strongly component oriented architecture of Eclipse assures
fully tailorability, thanks to plug-ins and extension-point concepts. Furthermore, the
lazy activation assure scalability: each collaborative tool will be activated only when
required.
The flexibility and the extendibility of RCP would allows to extend the system as
the collaboration needs arise, achieving a richer system, placed at the top of the classification framework presented in [10], where at the bottom there are basic collaboration
functions, while at the top there are “comfortable” collaboration functions.

3.3 Low cost deployment: uniform work environment and start and play
protocol
Part of our studies concerns the problem of the start-up: we would enhance start-up
transparence so that the users could start the application and could use it with no configuration (i.e. start and play). Furthermore, we aim to provide a uniform work environment to make semi-transparent the difference between server and clients: they are
integrated in the same application so that the application server instance is not perceived

Fig. 3. (a) The Eclipse architecture and (b) a general purpose application on RCP
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Fig. 4. The Core based on RCP can be extended by many tools.

by users as “the server” but as “a powered peer” (“powered” because it has more functionalities than standard clients). From technical point of view, this is merely a seeming
difference, but from user’s point of view there is no external application to install, to
configure, to start up and to manage. For these reasons, each component contains both
the server side and the client side, even if, in each moment, only one instance of the
application over the net runs in the server mode.
To achieve a start and play application, we developed a UDP-based server localization protocol, using only the local network. When the application starts, it is in client
mode, and the Core client sends a “server lookup” message in broadcast; if in a timeout
it does not receive the server reply, it instances and runs the Core server. Every subsequent application sending the “server lookup” message will find the server (see fig.5).
Furthermore, the Core manages the start-up of the tools, so when a user (see fig. 6)
requires to start a tool, the core client of user 2 sends a “start tool” message (specifying
the id of the tool) to the Core server. When the Core server receives the “start tool”
message, it instances and runs the tool server and forwards to all users the “start tool”
message; each users that receives the start message runs the tool client. Each tool client
sends a “tool server lookup” in broadcast, and will receives the reply of the tool server.
Since in CSCL f2f systems it is desirable that some operations are reserved to the
teacher, the servers should be hosted by the teacher. To match this requirement, we
have defined a client running mode and a server running mode. The running mode can
be explicitly enabled by specifying a command line parameter. The teacher application

Fig. 5. The Core activation sequence.
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Fig. 6. The tool activation sequence.

instance runs in the server mode and directly creates and starts the Core server, skipping
the lookup message broadcast; the students application instances run in the client mode
and look for the server, but if do not receive reply, do not instance nor start the server.
Obviously, if there is an application instance in server mode, all the other must be in
client mode (or, however, they must fail if try to instance a server). This solution keeps
the uniform work environment and the start and play phase, but reserves the access to
the servers functionalities for the teacher. As matter of fact, we have forced (by the
running modes) the protocol to achieve a powered application instance for the teacher,
because the original protocol does not impose conditions about the user that hosts the
server. Indeed, with the original protocol, the first user starting a component, instances
and runs the server of the component (p2p running mode), so that servers of different
components could be hosted by different users, moving the system toward dynamic
architectures [1]. This solution did not seem suitable for educational settings, where it
is preferable to instance and run all the servers at the teacher application, to provide
servers functionalities access only to the teacher. The extreme tailorable architecture
of RCP enhances the start-up transparency allowing to design the system with a set of
servers: a server for the core and a server for each provided tool 3 . With the plug-in
based architecture and the lazy activation it is possible to design the system so that in
each moment a chosen tool can be activated and then, silently, the server of the tool is
started and then the clients of the tool find it.
These features together (transparent start-up and uniform work environment) provide the end user with the perception of a peer-to-peer system, although the system is
instead a client server one.
3

In the educational setting all the server are hosted on the teacher application instance, but
even so, it is preferable having a server for each component because this layout enhances
extensibility (see sec. 3.2)
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4 Conclusions and future work

Here we have presented our studies about the architecture of a system designed and developed explicitly for face to face collaborative learning. Our system provides a uniform
work environment and allows the users to start and play the application. Compared with
existing systems4 , our system is simpler to install, to start-up and to use, because it has
neither separate server to manage (uniform work environment) nor network configuration to execute (start and play). Furthermore, it inherits from Eclipse advanced tailoring
properties.
Since our system has to address specifically face to face collaboration, we can utilize the particular conditions of such context to achieve a more friendly application.
The start and play protocol takes advantage of the LAN-based context, and really, it is
workable only on wired-LAN, because the UDP broadcast is often disabled out of the
LAN. Furthermore, the local network often offers low variance delay and this helps to
prevent (but it is not the best solution, of course) race conditions in the server start-up
phase. Vice versa, the high delay variance of wireless LAN may cause anomalous behaviors of the protocol, due to, for example, expiring timeouts. To use a similar protocol
on wireless LAN, it must be specifically designed to address WiFi peculiarity.
In the context of face to face collaborative learning, the server functionalities should
be managed by the teacher, so that all the servers (Core server and tools servers) are
hosted on the same application instance (the teacher’s one). Actually, the described architecture forces this behavior, but interesting studies concern the p2p running mode,
that provides the opportunity of hosting the servers in a distributed way over different
application instances (for example, the first user starting a tool can host the tool server),
migrating the system toward dynamic architectures [1]. Even if the p2p running mode
may be unsuitable for educational settings, we wish briefly describe some interesting
features and problems related to the p2p running mode. The opportunity to have a distributed servers set allows to share the workload between all the users; furthermore,
this allows to relax the roles strictness, matching situations more dynamic and flexible
(such as a work group where different members have different roles and competences)
than the educational one, where there are the well defined student and teacher roles. A
problem related to the distributed servers set concerns the shutdown of a single application instance hosting one server: it should be a controlled shutdown, to allow the server
migration toward another application instance (i.e. another application instance creates
and runs the server). An even more complex problem concerns the crash of an application instance hosting one server, and this requires further studies, as well as the data
management protocol. Obviously, the p2p running mode and the distributed servers set
are based on the idea that each component embeds its own server. Maybe it is too early
to make statement about the user capabilities required by a system with a distributed
server set, although we expect that the distributed architecture has no consequences on
the user level.
4

i.e. existing remote systems used in a face to face context
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Abstract. Studies in computer supported collaborative learning frequently
under-expose the interaction between students and technology. To gain more
insight in the way student groups interact with educational technology, we
examine how students ‘appropriate’ this technology. The notion of technology
appropriation implies a process of social construction in which the actions and
thoughts of the user are shaped by the technology, while the meaning and
effects of the technology are shaped through the users’ actions. In this paper,
we develop a problem analysis from theoretical findings, and work towards an
initial, tentative concept of technology appropriation.
Key words: Collaborative learning, Technology appropriation, Discussion
support, Face-to-face discussions.

1. Introduction
The field of computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) advocates the
deployment of technology to promote specific interactions between learners that lead
to collaboration and learning. Software tools that support discussion within student
groups, for example, may facilitate a free exchange of ideas, argumentation or critical
thinking within the group. These tools influence group behavior by triggering certain
actions, and by shaping interactions between the students, in a way that has a positive
effect on the discussion.
In addressing how collaborative learning within student groups is influenced through
the use of technology, CSCL research frequently under-exposes the interaction
between the students and the technology. The technology is predominantly treated as
a variable with a stable influence on the thoughts and actions of the students. This
influence is assumed – often implicitly – to be independent of the students’ actions.
There is evidence to doubt the ground of this assumption. Essentially, because the
assumption reflects a deterministic view towards technology use, and conflicts with
the premises of socio-constructivist theory. Questioning of this deterministic view has
led to several ‘emergent perspectives’, which propose that the use and effects of a
technology emerge on the basis of complex social interactions among users [4].

E. Tomadaki and P. Scott (Eds.): Innovative Approaches for Learning and Knowledge Sharing,
EC-TEL 2006 Workshops Proceedings, ISSN 1613-0073, p. 89-96, 2006.
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To gain more insight in the way student groups interact with technology, we
examine the students ‘appropriation’ of the technology. We claim that the use and
effects of a technological tool emerge from the interaction between user and tool,
based on a mutual influence between them. The notion of technology appropriation
implies a process of social construction in which the actions and thoughts of the user
are shaped by the technology, while the meaning and effects of the technology are
shaped through the users’ actions.
If we aim to understand the potential of educational technology to enhance certain
processes in the collaboration between students, then we need to be informed about
the dynamics of student groups interacting with technology. The notion of technology
appropriation, as we will point out, has important implications within the LEAD1
project, and also within the broader context of CSCL research.

2. The LEAD project
Problem solving discussions are common in classrooms where learners work
collaboratively on a task. Groupwork, for example, requires that learners discuss in
order to make progress and to succeed as a group. Learners have to share their
understanding of a problem and explore different directions to solve it. They have to
explicate their line of reasoning, provide arguments, and reach conclusions that are
sufficiently shared to proceed with the task. While doing all this, they may have to
deal with conflicts and differences in opinion. Due to the challenging character of a
problem solving discussion, learners do not always succeed in making the most of it.
The objectives of the LEAD project are to develop and evaluate conceptual models, a
didactical method, and accompanying network-computing support to enhance
problem-solving discussions in face-to-face classroom settings. The project team
posits the claim that the quality of group processes and outcomes can be enhanced
through the combination of face-to-face and computer-mediated communication.
The pedagogical research of the various project partners can be positioned within one
of three interrelated themes: interaction between students, interaction between
students and an external artifact, and the evolving situation. The research proposed in
this paper can be placed in the second theme, interaction between students and an
external artifact. From the perspective of this theme, the goals of the research are: (1)
to formulate a conceptual model of technology appropriation, (2) to study empirically
the way in which a network-computing technology is appropriated by face-to-face
groups during problem-solving discussion, and (3) to inform the technological and
didactical design process in the LEAD project.

1

The LEAD project is funded within the Sixth Framework Programme of the EC (2nd call on
Technology Enhanced Learning).
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2.1 Problem statement
The method and technology that are being developed in LEAD help groups to move
forward in their discussion by triggering certain actions, and by shaping interactions
among the group members.
The method comprises a designed sequence of activities that fit with certain
pedagogical objectives. It specifies certain elements in the educational environment,
like the task, instructions, and certain rules and techniques for collaboration. The
method furthermore specifies the deployment of the Discussion Support System
(DSS), that is, when it is deployed, why, and under which configuration. Part of the
method will be reflected in the structures of the technology.
The DSS will present students with two types of tools: a text-based conferencing
tool and a graphical, shared workspace tool. The tools trigger certain actions from the
students, for example by making a notation system available. The notation system
promotes certain communicative acts, like providing arguments or asking questions.
Shaping of interactions is achieved through the use of certain techniques or rules that
are reflected in the structures of the tool. For example, the tool enables students to
participate simultaneously in the discussion. The process structure of the tools guide
the content, pattern or timing of the communication [14].
The design of collaborative technology is based on hypothesis about how artifacts
shape cognition and collaboration [19]. Similarly, the DSS is designed on basis of
theory and hypothesis about how small-group problem-solving discussions between
students proceed, and how they could be enhanced through technology. As we point
out below, it is a goal of this research to develop and test such hypothesis.
To some extent, the tools reflect a certain intention to the user regarding their
capabilities and how they should be used. Intentions about their use and effects are
also explicated through the instructional design or ‘script’ that the tools are a part of
when they’re presented to the student group. However, we argue that the students not
necessarily use the technology in accordance with these intentions.
The effect of any didactical intervention that incorporates technology depends in
part on a process of technology appropriation. Having said this, we ask the following
research questions: how should we conceptualize technology appropriation; and how
does technology appropriation affect the students’ discourse?
2.2 Research and development strategy
The research will follow LEADs’ research and development strategy [15]. In short,
we formulate a descriptive conceptual model based on preliminary theoretical and
empirical findings that were obtained through a problem analysis. We then proceed
with an empirical evaluation of this model, which we subsequently adapt according to
our findings. This results in a prescriptive model that may inform both the didactical
and technological design process, that is, the development of the Discussion Support
System and the didactical method.
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In a general sense, the research may contribute to our understanding of the role of
computer technology in face-to-face problem-solving discussions.
Throughout the remainder of this paper we develop a problem analysis from
theoretical findings, and work towards an initial, tentative concept of technology
appropriation.

3. Problem analysis
The conceptual part of our research question deals with defining what technology
appropriation is, and how we should model it. Literature review brings different
aspects of ‘appropriation’ to the fore that may be of relevance to our study. We focus
on the notion as it can be found in socio-cultural theory, and with socio-constructivist
perspectives on the use of technology. In our view, these two theoretical strands
develop different aspects of the notion, which make up a comprehensive picture when
combined. Of central importance herein is our conception of the relation between user
and technology.
3.1 Appropriation of cultural tools
The notion of appropriation has been frequently used in socio-cultural learning
theory. Rogoff [13] uses the term ‘appropriation’ to refer to ”the process by which
individuals transform their understanding of and responsibility for activities through
their own participation”. What is appropriated in this case are cultural tools, like
language, procedures or ‘technical tools’ (e.g. a technology) that are attached to a
particular practice. For Wertsch[18], ‘appropriation’ of a cultural tool can be
distinguished from ‘mastery’ as a form of internalization. Whereas ‘mastery’ refers to
“knowing how to use a mediational means with facility”, ‘appropriation’ refers “to
taking something that belongs to others and making it one’s own” [18]. This should
not be read as taking ownership of something, but rather as adapting it to ones own
use. Both Wertsch and Rogoff refer to Bakthin in their use of the term. According to
Bakthin, a speaker appropriates a word when he adapts it to his own semantic and
expressive intention [1].
Human thoughts and activities undergo a transformation when they become mediated
by cultural tools. The notion of mediation in the socio-cultural approach is to a large
extent inspired by cultural-historical psychology [16]. Basically, tools are created and
transformed during the development of an activity and carry with them a particular
culture - the historical remnants from this development. The use of tools is a means
for the accumulation and transmission of cultural knowledge. This developmental
process influences the nature of external behavior and also of the mental functioning
of individuals [2]. This emphasis urges to go beyond the here-and-now interactions of
tool-users; the interaction process should be incorporated in a broader cultural and
historical frame of reference. However, a ‘technical tool’ like a collaborative
technology may also evolve ‘here and now’ over a short period of time.
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3.2 Social shaping of technology
In a different strand of theory, the notion of appropriation has been used to explicitate
a mechanism trough which technology is socially shaped [5, 9, 3].
Carroll et al. [3] define appropriation as a process in which a technology is explored,
evaluated and adopted or rejected by users. According to their view, users make use
of certain capabilities of a technology, and reject others, in order to satisfy their needs.
They see appropriation of mobile technologies by young people as a result of the
interplay between what people desire, the capabilities and implications of the
technology, and the situation of use [3].
DeSanctis and Poole [5] use a different concept of appropriation. Their use of the
term can be traced back to Ollman, who defines appropriation as constructive
utilization [10]. According to them, ‘appropriations’ of a technology are immediate,
visible actions that evidence deeper structuration processes. Agents appropriate rules
and resources that become available as groups interact while using advanced
information technology [5].
Technology appropriation can be described as a process that takes place on
different levels of social organisation, that is, on the level of the individual user, a
group of users, or on the level of the larger sociocultural environment. Carroll et al.
[3] place appropriation on the level of the individual user. DeSanctis and Poole [5]
conduct an institutional analysis, and define appropriation on the level of the
organisation.
The socio-constructivist approaches to technology focus on the fact that technologies
are socially shaped, and that their use and effects depend on human contingencies.
This perspective suggests that a technology gets its form and meaning in-interaction.
The technology-in-use is not a stable artifact with fixed characteristics that are
independent from practice. In stead, students construct essential characteristics of the
tool when they work with it. It follows that technology is not necessarily used in
accordance with the designers’ intentions. “Technological artifacts, in both their form
and their meaning, are socially shaped, as opposed to being the clearly defined
products of particular inventors or innovators” [7].
3.3 The relation between user and technology
In previous research we described the mutual influence and dependency between
students and technology [11]. Several aspects about their relation remain unresolved.
We can make different assumptions about the relation between the students and the
technology. One assumption would be to state that the behavior of the students is
directed through features of the technology. Another assumption would be to state
that the students need to actively explore the technology and make conscious choices
in order to achieve a desired outcome.
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The theory of affordances [6] fits with the first assumption. Scholars have argued in
favour of the notion of ‘affordance’ as an analytic tool to analyse the ‘effects’ and
‘constraints’ of a technology [7, 8]. The affordance of an object refers to the
possibilities for action carried by this object. The concept originates from
environmental psychology, and is closely related to theories of perception. Main
shortcomings of the theory are that (1) it describes explanations on the level of the
individual, and says little about the group level, and (2) leaves little room for a
process of mutual shaping, since the affordance is considered invariant. As Gibson
states ”The affordance of something does not change as the need of the observer
changes. The observer may or may not perceive or attend to the affordance, according
to his needs, but the affordance, being invariant, is always there to be perceived” [6].
The theory of ‘adaptive structuration’ (AST) fits with the second assumption.
DeSanctis and Poole [5] describe how people utilize technology in organizations, and
how their interaction with the technology influences their social practice. In AST,
agents are knowledgeable, and have a conscious influence on the course of events.
“New social structures emerge in group interaction as the rules and resources of the
technology are appropriated in a given context and reproduced in group interaction
over time” [5]. The concepts they use illustrate a construction process that transcends
notions of ‘internal’ and ‘external’. Consequently, any change or transformation that
takes place cannot be solely located within a subject, the object – in this case the
technology – undergoes changes also.

4

Tentative concept of technology appropriation

Technology appropriation occurs when someone puts into use a technology in a goaldirected activity while the properties of the technology, and the acts required to
accomplish the goal by means of the technology, are unacquainted. When someone is
presented with a new technology, he or she appropriates this tool by ‘adapting’ it in a
goal-directed activity. That someone has to make sense of the properties of the tool,
and find ‘a way of doing’ to perform the activity. When a group of people is presented
with a tool, technology appropriation occurs on the level of the group. In this case, the
group has to make sense of the technology, and adapt it in a joint activity.
Technology makes certain rules and resources available, and it provides opportunities
for interaction that would be hard to achieve without the technology. However,
technology appropriation does not simply refer to acquisition of knowledge about an
object, or to ‘learning how to’ do or apply something with the technology.
Appropriation of a technology simultaneously transforms user and technology. It does
not only cause change in the knowledge and skill of the user, but it also causes change
in the properties of the technology. Central to the concept of appropriation is a mutual
shaping. The concept implies a process of social construction in which the actions and
thoughts of the technology user are shaped through the use of the technology, while at
the same time the meaning and effects of the technology are shaped through the users’
actions.
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The educational environment in which the students work encompasses more than the
technology, the didactical method and the other members of the group. Elements on
different levels of social organisation are of influence on the classroom practice. One
could think of, for example, the routines of the practice, or norms that prevail on the
level of the educational institution, which can be of influence. One could also think of
the history of a student group, or the experience of the individual student. Processes
that take place on each of these levels of social organisation may influence the way
the technology is brought into action, and affects the students’ discourse.

5

Technology appropriation and the students’ discourse

The empirical part of our research question deals with how technology appropriation
affects the students’ discourse.
When the students lack an understanding or are confronted with a technology that
seems confusing, they may engage in a process of sensemaking [17]. The use and
effects of the technology emerge from the interaction between the students and the
tool, as a result of interrelated individual and group processes. We make an analytical
distinction between the user and the external artifact, and separate between individual
and group processes. We focus on the ‘here and now’ of the interaction process,
which may evolve over short time periods.
In previous research [11] we studied technology appropriation by examining basic
actions that students performed in a graphical, shared workspace tool. This research
indicates that individual students make certain choices during the process of
appropriation. The study revealed that students make different choices both within
and between groups. The choices they made influenced the effect of the tool, and led
to differences in their discourse. In the planned continuation of this research we want
to examine how the students make sense of the features of the tool, and find a way of
working, as a group.
The specific focus of LEAD, the combination of face-to-face and computer mediated
communication, provides some opportunities to learn more about technology
appropriation. This situation enables us to investigate to what extent the students
make use of (a) observations; (b) talk; (c) gestures, or (d) actions in the tool during
their appropriation of the technology.
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Abstract. Requirements for educational software could be based on an analysis
of existing learning situations. In order to obtain useful information about
teaching practices, an explorative study has been conducted with a group of
Italian teachers. Collected answers highlight that pedagogical support is needed
in order to design effective educational software.

1

Introduction

During the design process of educational software it is very important to take into
account teachers perceptions and needs [3, 16]. A software system to support face-toface problem solving will be designed, within the LEAD project, taking into account
suggestions coming from teachers in Participatory Design perspective. In order to
obtain useful information about teaching practices, an explorative study has been
conducted with a group of Italian teachers. A semi-structured interview was prepared
in order to gather teachers’ representation of computer use in classroom and, more
specifically, as support for Collaborative Problem Solving. Collected answers
highlight that pedagogical support is needed in order to design effective software
supporting Collaborative Problem Solving into the classroom.
This research has been carried out for EU project “LEAD Technology-enhanced
learning and problem-solving discussions: Networked learning environments in the
classroom”, funded by the VI Framework program, priority “IST Integrating and
Strengthening the European Research Area”.

2

Theoretical framework

This study, focused on Collaborative Problem Solving (CPS), belongs to the
framework of cultural psychology, in particular to the collaborative and dialogical
models of learning [5, 6]. Collaboration is universally recognised as a fundamental
factor for cognitive development because it allows different points of view to emerge

E. Tomadaki and P. Scott (Eds.): Innovative Approaches for Learning and Knowledge Sharing,
EC-TEL 2006 Workshops Proceedings, ISSN 1613-0073, p. 97-105, 2006.
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and to be compared [14]. In such framework, CPS has been defined a complex
learning process during which learners and teachers represent, analyse and try to solve
different types of problematic questions. During such process collaboration and
argumentation are the basis upon which new knowledge can be created [1, 2, 11, 19].
ICT tools can provide an effective support to CPS and many pieces of software have
been developed, especially in educational settings, for participants interacting at a
distance. In this educational paradigm [8, 18], learning mainly occurs through virtual
interaction between groups of learners supported by teachers, tutors, and experts.
According to [9], such educational virtual environments can be included in two main
categories:
− Action oriented systems: environments based on the learning by doing principle,
where learners can do actions, manipulating objects and discuss the outcomes like
virtual scientific experiment software.
− Textual production systems: such environments are based on the collaborative
production of written texts. These systems refer to the educational model that
considers knowledge as built through collaboration and with the scaffolding of a
teacher or a tutor.
Nevertheless, some studies have found that in European educational systems the most
part of didactic activities are still face-to-face [7, 17]. Looking at some specific
contexts, such as the South of Italy, we see many constraints to the introduction of
CPS software for the everyday educational practices. For example, lack of computers
into the classroom, low level of ICT expertise, and low knowledge of CPS
methodology among teachers.
The Participatory Design (PD) methodology [12, 15] seems suitable to
overcome at least immaterial constraints, facilitating the implementation of computer
use in didactics into Italian educational context.
PD allows final user to participate to the entire process of development of
technologies. In this sense, it can give the possibility to develop an environment that
takes into account idiomatic and idiosyncratic communication styles of work groups.
Analysis of communication technologies used in the workplaces and the analysis of
users’ mental models can enable designers to understand what kind of tools should be
included into the software and how to display them in order to obtain the maximum
advantage. Using PD, software can be designed based on teachers’ needs and
representations of their practices. PD in this case is useful to mediate between
teachers and students knowledge mental models to build distributed systems able to
give user the perception of a good affordance. Through an interface based on
everyday classroom experience, the process of appropriation of new didactic support
should be facilitated [13].

3

corpus, research design and categories

LEAD Italian research group collected 20 teachers’ interviews from kindergarten,
primary and secondary schools inquiring, among other things, what teachers know
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about Collaborative Problem Solving (CPS), how they use it in classroom, and how
they imagine a software system that supports face-to-face CPS.
Interview was structured in the following 4 sections composed by one or more
questions: professional identity, computer use, classroom activities, and school
culture. For this study, only computer use and classroom activities sections have been
analysed. Interviews have been audio-recorded, transcribed considering both verbal
and non-verbal aspects, and later analysed using content analysis methodology [4].
First, corpus has been read and a system of categories has been created according to
research objectives and textual occurrences [10]. Categories of analysis have been
attributed to the text by 5 independent judges, discussing doubtful cases until reaching
a 100% level of agreement. Finally, categories’ frequencies have been calculated and
an interpretative analysis of teachers’ answer has been conducted, on the basis of
content analysis results, to reach a deeper understanding of their representation of PS
and software requirements.
Interviewed teachers come form different towns of South Italy (Salerno,
Avellino, Bari and Barletta). They are mainly females (19 over 20); most of them
teach humanities (15 over 20) and only a few teaches scientific subjects (5 over 20).
This data actually mirrors the gender distribution among Italian educational context
according to the Italian Ministry of Education.
Teachers’ answers have been categorized with respect to the following principal
themes:
− Level of ICT expertise1
1. Non-users: using PC only at basic level or don’t use at all;
2. Medium-users: using PC for writing and browsing Internet;
3. Expert-users: teachers using PC for writing and didactic.
− Definition of problem solving2
1. Absent answer: teacher is unable to give a definition;
2. Not pertinent answer: teacher gives a definition containing no reference to
CPS model (e.g. “I don’t plan my school daily activities (…) I don’t mind
following the subject order (…) we decide together witch topic to discuss”);
3. Generic answer: teacher gives a definition containing a single reference to
CPS model (e.g. “stimulating in the student the desire to solve a situation or
a question in order to obtain an answer to the problem”);
4. Pertinent answer: teacher gives a definition containing two or more
references to CPS model (e.g. “PS is the typical way of research questioning
each situation (…) and find solution together”).
− Examples of problem solving3
1. Absent answer: teacher is unable to give an example;
For this category the following questions of the interview have been clusterised: “What is the
role of computer in planning and carrying out your classroom activities?”; “What is the role
of Internet in planning and carrying out your classroom activities?”; “How do your students
use computer in classroom activities?”; “What is the added value of computer in classroom
activities?”.
2 For this category the following question of the interview has been taken into account: “Could
you please give a definition of Problem Solving?”.
3 For this category the following question of the interview has been taken into account: “Could
you please provide an example of using Problem Solving in your classroom?”.
1
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2. Not pertinent answer: teacher gives an example containing no reference to
CPS model (e.g. “studying the child emotions, so we made a circle time”);
3. Generic answer: teacher gives an example containing a single reference to
CPS model (e.g. “we start form a problematic situation to find the answers
on each topic”);
4. Pertinent answer: teacher gives an example containing two or more
references to CPS model (e.g. “thinking that the plant needs water for
growing (…) from their answer (…) we verify it in practice”).
− Requirements of the CPS software4
1. Absent answer: teacher is unable to give a requirement;
2. Interface/functionalities: teachers focus on the requirements concerning the
software interface (i.e. with respect to users’ age) and the functionalities they
think useful to support educational practices (e.g. “perhaps with some
music”, “helping to build diagrams”, “related to children’s age”);
3. Type of problem: teachers focus on the type of CPS the software should
support and the cognitive activities involved (e.g. “not subject related, able to
manage a problematic situation”, “I imagine it like a real situation, I mean
to ask the pupil a question he can understand”).

4

Results

4.1

Level of ICT expertise

Teachers interviewed have a medium level of ICT expertise (Fig. 1) and only 15% (3
over 20) uses PC systematically at school, 60 % (12 over 20) uses it once per week
and 25% (5 over 20) never uses PC in didactics.
medium user;
60%

expert us er;
25%
non us ers ;
15%

Fig 1. Teachers' expertise level

4

For this category the following question of the interview has been taken into account: “How
do you imagine a software supporting CPS? What characteristics would you like it to
have?”. In this case categories are not exclusive so the answer could focus on more than one
aspect.
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The most frequent motivation to use computer use is to be updated about their work
and to prepare documents (Table. 1):
Table 1. Motivation for personal computer use.

Interview
#16

Interview
#10

Italian
prendo il materiale perché io lavoro
molto con la civiltà, con la cultura, e il
testo che abbiamo attualmente non è
molto ricco, quindi attraverso internet
sperimento molta roba
lo uso per fare la programmazione,
apportare le modifiche, stampare

English
I get material because I
work with humanities and
culture, and the textbook
we use is not very rich, so
I experiment many stuffs
through Internet
I use it to prepare the
subject plan, to modify it,
to print it

Only 25% of teachers declare that they use computer also to sustain activities in
classroom (Table 2):
Table 2. Motivation for computer use in didactic.

Interview
#17

Italian
Comunque io diciamo li porto lo stesso,
sia per la matematica, per spiegare il
computer come è fatto, e sia anche per
esempio per musica

English
I often bring the pupils to
the lab, for mathematics, to
explain the computer, also
for example music

4.2 Definition and examples of PS
On of the aspects emerging from the analysis of the interviews is the distance between
the definition of the PS that can be found in literature5 and the definition provided by
the teachers (Fig. 2). Only 10% of them is able to give a pertinent definition of PS,
while 50% can define it only in generic terms. 25% gives a not pertinent definition.
A more problematic situation emerges when teachers are asked to give examples of
PS in their didactic practices. Teachers seem unable to give practical examples
coherent with theoretical definition, or with the definition they gave (Fig. 2). This gap
is probably due to a superficial knowledge of PS or to the incapacity to recognize
practices they use in classrooms as Collaborative Problem Solving.

5

For this study, we didn’t refer to a particular definition of PS. The aim was to understand if
the teachers could establish a relationship between theoretical knowledge and educational
practices rather than verifying teachers qualification.
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60%
50%

50%

50%
Absent

40%
30%
20%

Not pertinent

25%

30%

Generic

15%

15%

Pertinent

10%
5%

10%
0%
Definition of PS

Examples of PS

Fig. 2. Definitions of PS and examples of PS

4.3

Software requirements

The third aspect that has been investigated is requirements teachers consider relevant
in a software system they would actually use in classroom. A large part of the
interviewed (40%) is unable to describe any kind of features. When teachers provide
an answer, it is about the interface and functionalities (Fig. 3).
Interf. / funct.; 55%

Absent; 40%

Kind of problem;
25%

Fig. 3. Teachers' requirements for CPS software.

About interface, teachers ask for a software system that can be used autonomously by
students and that is situated in children’s real life (Table 3):
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Table 3. Interface and functionalities requirements

Interview
#02

Interview
#10

Italian
che preveda un momento in cui il
bambino
può
utilizzarlo
autonomamente ma che poi dia
all’insegnante la possibilità poter
concludere
i loro problemi reali, quindi mi
immagino una cosa, una ripresa
video e poi un’analisi successiva.

English
provide a moment in which the
child can use it autonomously
but then gives the teacher the
possibility to finalise the activity
about their real problems, so I
imagine something with video
clips and a successive analysis

About type of PS, teachers imagine the software to support different problems also
related to students’ age (Table 4):
Table 4: Type of PS requirements

Interview
#12
Interview
#20

5

Italian
in cui devi arrivare a una meta,
risolvendo alcuni quiz.. dei giochi
virtuali in cui c’è la ricostruzione di
un percorso
lo immaginerei con più soluzioni,
magari lo stesso problema (…) .con
gradi di difficoltà diversi

English
where you must reach a goal by
solving some quiz. Some virtual
games
where
you
can
reconstruct the path
with different solutions to the
same problem (…) with
different levels of difficulty

Suggestions

Based on the results of these explorative interviews we can argue that:
1. teachers don’t know much about CPS and they don’t easily integrate it in
classroom’s curricular activities (e.g. “I gather the questions form children, if a
pupil asks a question on his subject I find very difficult to connect it to an
argument to a didactic unit that I have in my mind”).
2. teachers have some requirements about a software to support Collaborative
Problem Solving
Thus, design process of CPS software, at least for the Italian version, should include
some kind of pedagogical support. Such support should be a short, synthetic, clear
text containing theoretical, methodological, and bibliographical information.
To help teacher in designing and integrating CPS in everyday classroom
activities, software should also provide a sort of template or wizard. Depending on
some variables (e.g. number of students in classroom; age of students; subject of
teaching), software should guide teacher through a set of phases and alternatives (e.g.
problem definition; gathering information; hypotheses definition and assessment;
solution of the problem). For each phase, software should present a set of possible
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activities (e.g. brainstorming; meta-cognitive scaffolding; laboratory activity; role
play; jigsaw; etc.)
About teacher suggestion of CPS software, we may look more coherently into
the interface/functionalities dimension that gather the most part of teacher answers.
Nevertheless, it seems clear that teachers’ answers don’t mention any requirement
concerning interactivity and group work dimensions.
We also suggest that further investigations should be carried out in different cultural
contexts to provide more information useful for the design process.
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